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One of the most unique 
questions that could be asked, 
and offers only one answer is: 
“Do you think there is an end to 
music? You can’t say “No!” 

If you can’t feel an end to 
music, then you know what the 
Universe is like. Just how big is 
the Universe anyway? 
Probably the spiritual side of 
our physical Universe could 
very well be music. When you 
give that notion a second look, 
then you can say you’ve 
touched an aspect of infinity. 
Imagine touching something in the ethereal? Angels and our loved ones are in the 
ethereal. Imagine touching something beyond space and time? Something intellectually 
vast. 

Yes, music can wonder us, that’s for sure. Let’s not let ourselves get stuck in any one 
genre or cultural rhythm. Every aspect of sound is real and carries us to other aspects of 
Life. I guess when you put music, the universe, and introduce imagination, you are 
creating Life. No matter where you may be, at any moment, putting music into you being 
changes you instantly. Music serves as magic for change, or better put, magic for the 
Soul. 

When you can listen to music throughout the day, are you not locked into the Universe. 
That’s a function of the right brain, indeed. The left brain can do its thing and pace you 
through daily Life. When do right and left brains harmonize, and the hindbrain 
(cerebellum) and the forebrain interplay, creativity is launched. It’s consciously being in 
harmony that matters. 

When sound is upgraded into music, you can sense some sort of connection taking place, 
but not recognize what exactly it is. And there’s no need for that, either. Let your emotional 
intelligence journey onto another position of favor beyond space and time. Enjoy the ride. 
We are emotional beings. We need to grasp the Higher Elements of Life. Our mission is 
to sustain the emotions of happiness, attain bliss, and move upwards. 



Music has four prime distinctions, notably: masculine, feminine, unifier, and neutral; each 
drift you towards a different place. Music, when integrated with emotions, becomes quite 
dynamic. As music enables the subconscious mind, masculine music may lead you into 
an assertive mood. My preference, listening to “Unifier,” which ascends me into the 
Universal rhythms.  The feminine speaks for itself—it’s grounding. “Neutral” sweeps you 
wherever your heart and mind want to take you. Sense the empowerment of emotions? 
That being said, we have arrived to the point where we can claim a new notion: emotion, 
vibration and acceptance manifesting as the Holy Trinity of Music. 

Just as cells have neurons, music has vibrations. Actually, the experience is intellectual. 
That’s where “Acceptance” comes into play. It’s a knowing! Though you are virtually by 
yourself—an independent being—you are not alone. An interaction, that is, some form of 
communication occurs. And generally, the exchange is good. Could music also derive 
itself in service as an ethereal friend? 

When you watch politicians fight and take the favor to satisfy their ego, just sense how 
nonsensical it is compared to the grandeur of our vast Universe. Why doesn’t man 
communicate with music rather than greedy ego words? Fill the air with music. The 
Universe provides harmony, but humankind still needs to learn that attribute. Much thanks 
to our creative geniuses of sound and music, the channels of Internet, and our 
imagination, notwithstanding, music has arrived as a force—a grounding force. 

Music lives within the hearts of every human, even with babes inside their mother. Music 
goes deep and dances with your DNA. Music can take you into the depths of the Infinite 
Universe. Since the beginning of humankind, music has been a friend. When I ponder on 
these thoughts and notions, I cannot hesitate to suggest that Music serves as the Spirit 
of the Universe. 
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